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1. Abstract

The microwave synthesis of heavily doped sodium tungsten bronze materials has been investigated. This solid state synthesis is more environmentally friendly than other syntheses typically used. The typical synthesis procedure involves heating the reagents to high temperatures for a long period of time, which requires a lot of energy. The microwave synthesis takes only 5-10 minutes, and needs 800-900 W of power, which uses much less energy. Even though there are clear benefits, the microwave synthesis has not previously been optimized and investigated in depth. The materials synthesized in this study were characterized with X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDAX), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Raman Spectroscopy, and multiple conductivity tests. The gathered data showed which methods resulted in the materials with the cleanest XRD patterns, or highest conductivities. SEM and EDAX helped confirm that the sodium was incorporated into the bronze structure. The ideal reagent combination included sodium tungstate, tungsten trioxide, and tungsten metal powder. The materials with the highest sodium to tungsten ratio (0.80-0.95) were most conductive, and most often had a clean XRD pattern. The properties of the sodium tungsten bronze materials varied between samples, even when the same microwave procedure was carried out, which indicated that the microwave synthesis was not very predictable.
2. Introduction

A. General Overview

Tungsten trioxide (WO$_3$) has been doped with various alkali metals, usually lithium, potassium, or sodium, and the resulting materials have been shown to have varying electrical properties.\(^1\) The materials were named “bronzes” because of their shiny surfaces and bronze-like appearance. These doped materials contain tungsten in two different oxidation states, 5+ and 6+. In order to change some tungsten atoms in tungsten trioxide from 6+ to 5+, usually a reducing agent is used in the reactions. The added alkali metal with a 1+ oxidation state balances out the reduced tungsten atoms, and keeps the material overall neutral. One of the most promising classes of doped bronzes is the sodium tungsten bronzes (Na$_x$WO$_3$). They have been synthesized with varying, nonstoichiometric, sodium to tungsten ratios. The materials can be used in various applications, including sensors, heterogeneous catalysis, solid fuel cells, and secondary batteries.\(^2\) Recently, an interest has been taken in thin films. The Suib group at UConn has been investigating conductive sodium tungsten bronze thin films on a copper substrate for applications in circuit breakers. One of the challenges faced was synthesizing an electrically homogenous, conductive material using a cheap, quick, environmentally friendly methodology.

B. Effects of Different Ratios of Sodium to Tungsten

The materials with different ratios of sodium to tungsten demonstrate a range of properties. For example, the color of the material changes from blue to red to yellow as the ratio of sodium to tungsten is increased.\(^3\) The resistivity decreases as the ratio increases, which has been shown with resistivity measurements on electrically homogenous materials at various ratios and temperatures.\(^4\) At room temperature, the resistivity of materials with high sodium to tungsten ratios is around 20 $\mu$ohm$\cdot$cm.\(^4\) Studies have shown that superconductivity is possible below 90 K
in sodium tungsten bronzes.\textsuperscript{5} At a ratio of 0.25, there is a non-metal (insulating) to metal (conducting) transition.\textsuperscript{6} The reason this transition takes place is due to Anderson delocalization within the material.\textsuperscript{6}

Sodium tungsten bronzes have a crystal structure that changes as the sodium to tungsten ratio changes. At a low ratio, the structure is monoclinic or tetragonal.\textsuperscript{3, 6a, 7} When the sodium to tungsten ratio is larger than 0.25, the material forms a warped perovskite structure with the sodium ion in the center of the cube, and the WO$_6$ octahedra on the corners, so this material has a cubic structure (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{3, 6a, 7}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.7\textwidth]{structure.png}
\caption{A cartoon rendition of the structure of cubic sodium tungsten bronze when the sodium to tungsten ratio is larger than 0.25.\textsuperscript{7c, 7d}}
\end{figure}

\textbf{C. Methods Used To Synthesize Sodium Tungsten Bronze}

In the past, the methods for synthesizing these materials have been time consuming, expensive, and not environmentally friendly. One of the more common approaches to the synthesis of sodium tungsten bronzes is a solid state synthesis at high temperatures. The powdered reagents (sodium tungstate, tungsten (VI) oxide, and tungsten metal) are mixed together and then heated in a furnace for a long period of time.\textsuperscript{1, 7a, 8} Very high temperatures, a large amount of energy, and very long periods of time are needed to complete this synthesis
method. The necessary temperature and time range conditions are 200-500 °C for 50-400 hours.\textsuperscript{1, 7a, 8} A similar synthesis process involves melting the reactants, and then combining them.\textsuperscript{6b, 9} This molten process also requires very high temperatures in order to melt the compounds.

A few different electrolytic methods have been used to prepare bronze crystals as well. One study in 1961 prepared the samples via electrolysis (at 700 °C) of sodium tungstate and tungsten trioxide.\textsuperscript{4, 10} A graphite anode and a nichrome cathode were used, with the crystals grown on the cathode. The largest and most pure single crystals were grown when the cathode was seeded.\textsuperscript{4} Another similar technique involves growing crystals on seeded gold wire from a mixture of sodium tungstate and tungsten trioxide.\textsuperscript{11} Again, a very high temperature is needed to complete the reaction.

Aqueous reactions have also been shown to produce tungsten bronzes. These reactions are done in an oven, often with the reactants enclosed in an autoclave.\textsuperscript{12} Various solvents can be used, including ethanol or acetic acid,\textsuperscript{12a} water, or ethylenediamine.\textsuperscript{12c} A variety of reducing agents can be used; citric acid\textsuperscript{11b} and ethylenediamine\textsuperscript{11c} are just two of the possibilities. The Paul group has taken a different approach to the aqueous synthesis. Crystals of sodium tungsten bronze are synthesized by creating a very high temperature solution of a mixture of sodium oxide and tungsten trioxide, and then slowly cooling the mixture.\textsuperscript{7c, 7d}

In another method, tungsten trioxide and sodium are evaporated onto a silica substrate.\textsuperscript{13} This method requires gaseous reactants, and subsequently very high temperatures. This procedure allows for a very exact methodology that can be used to create precise, uniform films with one ratio of sodium to tungsten.\textsuperscript{13} The measured properties can more clearly be associated with different dopant ratios when homogenous films are analyzed. Another way to create thin films is to use pulsed laser deposition on a sapphire base.\textsuperscript{3} A mixture of the reagents (sodium
tungstate and tungsten trioxide) is ground, made into a pellet, and sintered in air at 630 °C for 3 days. Then the films are grown at a substrate temperature of 550 °C. This method is also time consuming and requires high temperature.

In order to avoid these labor-intensive methods, a microwave synthesis has been investigated. One attempt utilized a hydrothermal method, in which the reagents were placed in an autoclave with a solvent, and then microwaved. The resulting precipitate was dried for 12 hours, and then heat treated for 2 hours at 300 °C. This progression was still time consuming, and still required a high temperature. A different microwave process was inspired by solid state synthesis. The reagents (sodium tungstate, tungsten trioxide, and tungsten metal) were ground together and pressed into a pellet. The pellet was placed in a small crucible, and that crucible was placed inside a large crucible with copper oxide powder between the two, to help absorb the heat from the microwaves. The set-up in the microwave can be seen in Figure 2. The crucibles with the pellet inside were microwaved at 800 W for 13-15 minutes, which was much less time than with the previous methods. Despite this major advantage, very few studies on this microwave synthesis of sodium tungsten bronze are reported in the literature. This may be because this method can be less dependable and tends yield sporadic results, possibly because the microwave usually heats unevenly. The other methods to create thin films previously mentioned are very accurate and precise; however, they are expensive, and time and energy consuming. The microwave synthesis takes little energy, is fast, and has no by-products. This work further explores the solid state microwave synthesis and the different variables involved in producing sodium tungsten bronze product.
Figure 2. The reaction set up for Guo’s experiment done in a microwave.²

D. Doping Sodium Tungsten Bronze

The sodium tungsten bronze family has been doped with other metals. One study investigated adding small amounts of a noble metal (gold, palladium, platinum, or iridium) to sodium tungsten bronze.⁹ When gold, palladium, or platinum were added, the tungsten bronze was activated towards oxygen reduction.⁹ Another study looked exclusively at platinum doping of sodium tungsten bronze electrodes, with the sodium to tungsten ratio 0.7.¹¹a The materials doped with platinum activated the bronze towards oxygen reduction.¹¹a Niobium and tantalum doping of sodium tungsten bronzes was investigated in materials with a sodium to tungsten ratio of 0.8.¹¹b The metal dopant was determined to decrease the conductivity of the bronzes.¹¹b Vanadium doping of potassium tungsten bronzes was also investigated. A small amount of vanadium can be substituted into the bronze lattice before the material decomposes into non-
bronze phases. Light doping resulted in success, so light vanadium doping was incorporated into this work.

E. Goals

One goal of this work is to synthesize cubic sodium tungsten bronze using a microwave because that method is faster, cheaper, and more environmentally friendly. The ideal samples will have an X-Ray pattern that shows pure cubic bronze with few to no impurities, a homogenous surface and composition, and a high conductivity. The materials with higher sodium to tungsten ratios will be focused on because according to the literature, materials with a cubic structure are more conductive, and the actual sodium to tungsten ratio is close to the original ratio of reagents put into the sample. One challenge that will be investigated is how to replicate samples with the same characteristics. The microwave heats unevenly, which can lead to problems such as having a wide range of characteristics over a group of samples where the same conditions are used. Another question that will be investigated is if doping the sodium tungsten bronze with transition metals yields any improved characteristics. Various combinations of reagents and reducing agents will be investigated as well, and the effect of the microwave synthesis will be recorded.
3. Experimental Details

A. Details of the Microwave Synthesis

Sodium tungsten bronze thin films were synthesized using the microwave solid state synthesis method. The basic solid state microwave procedure was detailed in the above section, and a very similar procedure was used in this work. In order to determine the ratios of reagents, the following equation was used:

\[
3xNa_2WO_4(s) + (6 - 4x)WO_3(s) + xW(s) \rightarrow 6Na_xWO_3(s)
\]

The first ratio used was 3:2:2 molar ratios of Na$_2$WO$_4$$\cdot$2H$_2$O:WO$_3$:W. The sodium tungstate and tungsten trioxide were bought from Sigma Aldrich, and the tungsten powder was from Strem Chemicals, Inc. All other reagents used in this work were from Sigma Aldrich, unless otherwise specified. The correct amounts of each reagent were weighed out, and thoroughly ground together with a mortar and pestle. Half a gram of this reagent material was pressed into a pellet (with diameter 13 mm) with five tons for five minutes. Other pellet weights were investigated, including 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 g of reagent powder, but the 0.5 g pellet was ideal because the pellet was sturdy enough not to break. Then the pellet was placed in a porcelain 10 mL crucible, and then that crucible was placed in a porcelain 25 mL crucible, with copper (II) oxide in between the two crucibles. A lid was placed on the crucibles, with a hole in the top for the argon purge. The microwaved used was a CEM MARS microwave, and the wattage and time can be controlled. A variety of wattages, from 600-1200 W were used, and enough time was given for the reagents to react and form the sodium tungsten bronze. The resulting pellet was rinsed with distilled water after the material cooled down in order to eliminate unreacted sodium tungstate, which is water soluble. This rinsing technique was proven to work by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns taken before and after rinsing the sample.
B. Steps Taken to Optimize the Synthesis

After microwaving the crucibles, the two crucibles often stuck together, with the copper (II) oxide in the middle. This study investigated if these sets of crucibles could be reused in subsequent experiments. The experiments showed they could be reused, but this procedure works best if additional copper (II) oxide is added in between the crucibles. This step was included whenever a synthesis was carried out with reused crucibles.

Different types of substrates were placed underneath the reagent pellets before the reaction in order to test if the pellet could adhere to the different surfaces. The substrates investigated were aluminum foil, copper foil, and steel blocks. The copper foil showed the most success, so the copper foil was most often used moving forward in further experiments. The impact of the shape of the copper foil (a square or a circle the same size of the pellet) was also investigated. The circular shape was more beneficial for the adherence and uniform melting of the pellet, so this shape was more utilized moving forward.

Another factor that was investigated was if adding copper (II) oxide to the pellet itself would help the reagents more evenly heat up and react. A variety of amounts were investigated: 1%, 2.6%, 4.5%, and 9% mass percent of copper (II) oxide was added into the pellets. This technique was not determined to be helpful, so this procedure was not used in subsequent syntheses.

Different treatments of the copper foil substrate were executed in order to improve the adherence of the sodium tungsten bronze film. For one treatment, the copper foil was briefly dipped in nitric acid, and then rinsed in distilled water and dried. Another treatment involved using sandpaper or a file to mechanically roughen the surface of the copper foil. Since this treatment resulted in improved adhesion, this method was continued for the remainder of the
samples so they could all have superior adhesion. The nitric acid treatment did not change the level of adhesion, and in some cases actually reduced the amount of adhesion. This treatment was not continued after these results were clear.

Different ratios of sodium to tungsten were investigated in order to find out how the properties would be any different from materials synthesized using other methods. Equation 1 was used to calculate the different x values, which were the sodium to tungsten ratios. The ratios investigated were 0.5, 0.75, 0.85, and 0.95. Two samples of each ratio were synthesized, one with a copper foil substrate and one without a substrate, in order to find out if the copper foil significantly interfered with the various samples.

C. Different Reagents Used To Synthesize Sodium Tungsten Bronze

A different synthesis method, utilizing a different combination of reagents was attempted, which was inspired by the Haldolaarachchige group. In Haldolaarachchige’s paper dealing with potassium tungsten bronze, different reagents were used for the solid state synthesis.\textsuperscript{8b} The reaction is as follows:

\[
(2) \frac{x}{2} K_2WO_4(s) + (1 - x)WO_3(s) + \frac{x}{2} WO_2(s) \rightarrow K_xWO_3(s) \quad \text{\textsuperscript{8b}}
\]

This chemical equation uses tungsten (IV) oxide as a reducing agent instead of the tungsten metal that was used in the previous equation. For these experiments, sodium replaced potassium in the equation, so sodium tungstate instead of potassium tungstate was used. The following values of x were investigated: 0.85, 0.9, and 1.0.

Another different synthesis method was investigated, using ethylenediamine (EDA) as a reducing agent. There was one study that used EDA as a reducing agent in an aqueous synthesis reaction.\textsuperscript{12c} The amount of EDA added to the reaction was calculated from the amount of tungsten metal in the original reaction. The number of moles of EDA and tungsten metal were
the same, since they would be serving the same purpose as a reducing agent. Since EDA is a liquid, an aqueous approach, instead of a solid state synthesis, was taken. 0.330 g sodium tungstate was dissolved in 5 mL of distilled water in a 10 mL crucible. Then 0.600 mL of EDA was added, and the solution was stirred. The small crucible was placed inside the 25 mL crucible, with copper (II) oxide between them. The crucibles were microwaved at 600 W for 15 minutes.

A technique using only sodium tungstate and tungsten trioxide was investigated. A previous study used Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) to deposit these two reactants onto a substrate, so a synthesis method using these same reactants in a microwave oven was investigated. \(^3\) Ratios of 0.85 and 0.95 of sodium to tungsten were attempted. Since there was no reducing agent used here, the copper foil acted as a reducing agent. Two trials were done: one with copper foil and one without copper foil.

Vanadium doping was carried out, based on a paper that doped potassium tungsten bronzes with vanadium. \(^7a\) The following equation was given in the paper, and was used in this work as well:

\[
\frac{x}{2} K_2WO_4(s) + \left(1 - x - \frac{y}{2}\right)WO_3(s) + \left(\frac{x}{2} - \frac{y}{2}\right)WO_2(s) + \frac{y}{2}V_2O_5(s) \rightarrow K_xV_yW_{1-y}O_3(s) \quad \text{7a}
\]

For this work with sodium tungsten bronzes, sodium replaced potassium in the equation. Various \(x\) and \(y\) values were investigated, according to Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>trial</th>
<th>x-value</th>
<th>y-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A summary of the different trials attempted when vanadium (V) oxide is used to dope sodium tungsten bronzes. The x and y values were used to determine the mole ratios of reagents according to Equation 3.

Sodium tungsten bronze was doped with vanadium in another way. Vanadium (III) oxide was utilized as a comparison to vanadium (V) oxide. The sample pellets had varying amounts of vanadium (III) oxide added to them. 0.001 g, 0.002 g, 0.005 g, and 0.01 g of vanadium (III) oxide were added to individual pellets. The reagent powder was ground with a mortar and pestle prior to pressing the pellet to ensure the reagents were well mixed in the pellet. Two trials of each mass of vanadium (III) oxide were synthesized.

An aqueous synthesis procedure was tried, in a different microwave, a Biotage Initiator Classic. The first precursor material mixture was used, with the reagent ratio of 3:2:2. Half a gram of this powder was dissolved in water and the reaction vessel was sealed. Then the microwave was used to heat the sample. Various temperatures and lengths of time were investigated.

Previously synthesized sodium tungsten bronze samples from other methods were microwaved in order to find out how the microwaves might change the sample’s characteristics. Samples synthesized via the microwave were also re-microwaved and the characteristics were monitored as a comparison.

D. Characterization

In order to characterize all of these materials, a set of methods and instruments were used. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) helped determine the purity of the samples, which crystalline
form the bronze was, and helped identify peaks coming from impurities. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was utilized to get pictures of the surfaces of the samples, and to determine the morphologies of the samples. Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDAX) helped determine what elements were present on the surface, helped find the sodium:tungsten ratio on the surface, and the mapping tool could show if the elements were spread evenly over the material’s surface, or if the elements were clumped into sections. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was carried out for one sample to determine if the internal composition was similar to the surface seen in SEM/EDAX.

Conductivity tests were carried out using two different methods. A four probe set up, as seen in Figure 3, was used to measure the conductivity along the surface of the samples. Four probes are placed equidistance apart in a straight line. Then, a current is run between the outer two probes, and the voltage is measured between the two inner probes. From these data, along with the thickness of the sample, the resistivity can be calculated for each sample.

Figure 3. A drawing of how the four-probe conductivity measurements are taken along the surface of the samples.15

Another way that conductivity was measured was with Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). This technique measured the current through the sample instead of along the surface, which is what the previous technique did. In addition, EIS can help determine if the
conductivity seen in a sample is due to electronic movement or ionic movement. Raman Spectroscopy was the last technique used to determine what impurities were in the samples, and what synthesis techniques reduced the amount of impurities.
4. Results

A. Initial Results

When the gray-green precursor material reacted to form the sodium tungsten bronze, the color changed to brown or gold (Figure 4). X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was the first definitive way to determine if the synthesized bronze was pure. An XRD pattern of pure cubic sodium tungsten bronze is included (Figure 5). The samples that were synthesized with a microwave power of 700-900 W for 5-10 minutes yielded clean XRD patterns like Figure 5. The samples microwaved for less time were not pure bronze. For these samples, there were peaks from the precursor materials, which show that the reagents did not have enough time to fully react and form the bronze. The materials synthesized at lower powers did not react at all, or only part of the sample reacted (Figure 6). This indicated that the material did not heat to the needed temperature to react. The lower powers were not sufficient to finish the reaction. The XRD pattern also showed that rinsing the sample with distilled water would eliminate excess, unreacted sodium tungstate. According to Figure 7, all of the sodium tungstate peaks were removed after the sample was rinsed with distilled water. This is the reason why all samples were rinsed with distilled water after they cooled.

Figure 4. Two examples of the sodium tungsten bronze. The sample on the left was synthesized in the microwave for 4 minutes at 900 W. The sample on the right was synthesized for 6 minutes at 900 W.
**Figure 5.** The expected X-Ray pattern for pure cubic sodium tungsten bronze.

**Figure 6.** A sample that has not finished reacting. The conditions for this sample were 2.5 minutes at 800 W, then 5 minutes at 600 W. The given time and power were not enough for the crucible to sufficiently heat up.
Figure 7. The blue pattern is for a sample with sodium tungstate impurities. The blue labels show where the sodium tungstate peaks are, and the black labels show where the cubic sodium tungsten bronze peaks are. The red pattern is for the same sample that has been rinsed with distilled water. No sodium tungstate peaks are seen.

The conductivity tests using the four probe set-up showed which samples were conductive. Table 2 gives a summary of the measured resistivities for a group of representative samples. The resistivity can vary a huge amount between samples. Samples that received the same treatment in the microwave had a large range of conductivity measurements. For example, the first two samples in the table received the same treatment, but the conductivities of the two were different by an order of magnitude. These results showed that there are other variables besides synthesis time and microwave power that affect the conductivity of a sample. Two clear trends were that samples subjected to a lower power or not enough time reacted unevenly, and were not conductive.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time in Microwave (min)</th>
<th>Power of Microwave (W)</th>
<th>Resistivity (Ω•m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.01x10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>9.80x10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>2.87x10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>14.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. A summary of how a representative group of samples were synthesized and the resistivity measurements from the four probe set-up.

In order to observe the surface morphologies of the samples, SEM was used. The two main morphologies seen were cubes or long, flat structures. Samples were also likely to show some combination of these two. Figure 8 shows examples of these two shapes. The most conductive samples had a combination of these two morphologies. Often, the two shapes were mixed together well, so the surface was approximately homogeneous. A few samples were observed to have large surface areas with one morphology, and other areas of the sample with the other morphology. The samples with the best-defined cubes had few, if any, impurities in the XRD pattern.

![Figure 8.](image)

EDAX was used to determine if the ratio of sodium to tungsten was the same as the ratio put in the sample. For all of the samples, the ratio of sodium to tungsten varied throughout the
sample. A few different spots were measured with EDAX and the average sodium to tungsten ratio was determined. The ratios of sodium to tungsten tended to be sporadic. Sometimes the actual ratio in the material was the same as the intended ratio, but other times the two ratios were very different. The source of this large variation was difficult to determine. One reason for the variation could be that the sodium tungstate sometimes did not react with the other precursors completely. In these cases, a large amount of sodium tungstate was rinsed out of the sample. The mapping tool showed that the sodium, tungsten, and oxygen were all homogenously dispersed over each sample.

Raman was used as a tool to determine what impurities were in the samples, and helped show if the samples were homogenous or heterogeneous. The samples that had sodium tungstate impurities in the XRD showed the same impurities in Raman (Figure 9). Many samples were determined to be heterogeneous. Different spots of the material showed differing levels of impurities.

![Figure 9](image-url) The Raman spectra on the left is for pure sodium tungstate. The Raman spectra on the right is for one of the samples of sodium tungsten bronze. There are sodium tungstate impurities in the sample.

TEM data showed that the sodium, tungsten, and oxygen are evenly dispersed in the material, which is similar to the results found on the surface with EDAX (Figure 10). A cubic
structure can be seen in the sample, which is similar to the cubic structures seen on the surface with SEM.

![TEM mapping data](image)

**Figure 10.** TEM mapping data from one conductive sample of sodium tungsten bronze.

EIS was attempted, although there were some problems that called into question the results. The set-up included immersing the sample in an aqueous solution, but when the samples were immersed for too long, the material started to come off the copper substrates and dissolve into the solution. Towards the end of the measurement, the conductivity of the copper substrate was being measured, not the sample, since so much of the sample had dissolved off. The data were discarded because the technique could not produce accurate results.

**B. Substrate Effects**

When the samples were synthesized on a steel substrate, the SEM images showed that the surface appeared more cracked than the other samples. The samples were still conductive, although they were less conductive than the samples on copper foil. The aluminum foil as a substrate was not strong enough to support the bronze. When the sample did stick to the aluminum foil, the foil would peel off or break very easily. This is why copper foil was determined to be the best. The copper foil was strong enough to support the sample and the resulting material was conductive.
The materials that were synthesized on copper sometimes stuck to the copper foil, and sometimes did not. To try and stop this unpredictable behavior, and make the sample adhere to the surface every time, the copper foil was subjected to different treatments. The nitric acid treatment did not help improve adhesion. This treatment actually diminished adhesion. Mechanical roughening of the surface was attempted, and this technique was found to help adhesion. The mechanical roughening helped the sample adhere to the substrate more often, but this technique did not work every time. The samples that did not stick to the copper were less conductive than those that did. The copper foil played an important role in improving the conductivity, so synthesizing samples that adhered to the copper foil substrate became a goal for this work as a result of these observations.

C. Effects of Different Reagents and Reagent Combinations

Copper (II) oxide in various mass percentages was added to the pellet itself to see if the addition would help the pellet heat more evenly, since copper (II) oxide is a heat sink. The resulting XRD patterns showed that the resulting material had more amorphous character and shorter peaks for the cubic bronze at each doping value. Even after rinsing with distilled water, the sodium tungstate peaks persisted in the X-Ray pattern (Figure 11). Adding copper (II) oxide did not make the material melt any more evenly. Instead, the copper (II) oxide contaminated the sample with more impurities and did not help the product form a crystal. The copper (II) oxide may have interacted with the sodium tungstate to make the sodium tungstate less soluble and less likely to come out of the sample after rinsing, which is a problem when the goal is to create pure cubic sodium tungsten bronze.
Figure 11. The XRD pattern for one of the samples to which copper (II) oxide was added before microwave treatment. This sample was rinsed before taking this X-Ray pattern. The blue-labeled peaks indicate cubic bronze, and green-labeled peaks indicate sodium tungstate impurities.

The samples with different ratios of sodium to tungsten reacted to the microwave synthesis differently. The materials with ratios of 0.75 and below did not show pure cubic bronze XRD patterns (Figure 12). Often the materials contained sodium tungstate, tungsten trioxide, or other unknown impurities. Tetragonal bronze peaks were seen at a lower ratio of 0.5 (Figure 13). SEM showed a wide variety of surface structures. These low ratio samples were not conductive. The microwave synthesis did not work well to synthesize sodium tungsten bronze with lower sodium to tungsten ratios. Higher ratios of 0.85 or 0.95 showed cleaner XRD patterns, and SEM showed they were more homogeneous than the other ratios. The samples were less resistive, in the range of 64.9-172.1 Ω•m. These samples were not among the most conductive, but they were relatively more conductive than the lower ratio samples. From these data, the 0.85 or 0.95 ratios were utilized most often when further optimizing the synthesis procedure.
Figure 12. The XRD of a sample synthesized with the 0.75 ratio (in red) compared to the pure sodium tungsten bronze pattern (in black). There were many impurities in the 0.75 sodium to tungsten ratio sample, some of which could not be identified. The blue labeled peaks correspond to sodium tungstate and the black labeled peaks correspond to cubic sodium tungsten bronze.

Figure 13. The XRD pattern from a sample made with a sodium to tungsten ratio of 0.5. The black peaks are from tetragonal sodium tungsten bronze, and the blue peaks are from sodium tungstate.
The synthesis method that used tungsten (IV) oxide instead of powdered tungsten metal as a reducing agent did not help meet the goals of this work. Despite the fact that only high ratios (above 0.85) of sodium to tungsten were synthesized, often tetragonal bronze was created instead of cubic bronze, which can be seen from the XRD pattern (Figure 14). The sodium tungstate impurities also seemed to persist even after rinsing. The SEM images revealed that these samples were not homogeneous. There was a variety of morphologies on the surface (Figure 15). EDAX showed that the sodium to tungsten ratio on the sample surface is heterogeneous. Different points were measured, and the sodium to tungsten ratio varied between 0.3 and 0.7. Finally, the conductivity tests showed the samples were not conductive. The measured resistivity for the best conductor was 5.99x10^4 Ω•m.

Figure 14. An XRD pattern from a typical sample synthesized using tungsten (IV) oxide as a reducing agent. The black-labeled peaks are from the tetragonal bronze structure and the blue-labeled peaks are from sodium tungstate impurities.
Figure 15. SEM images from one of the samples synthesized using tungsten (IV) oxide as a reducing agent. The surface shows a variety of structures depending on the location of the surface examined.

The next method utilized ethylenediamine (EDA) as a reducing agent. This aqueous synthesis was not successful at creating sodium tungsten bronze. The EDA evaporated before reaction with sodium tungstate could take place. Only solid sodium tungstate was left after the crucibles were microwaved, which was verified with XRD.

The synthesis method using only sodium tungstate and tungsten trioxide as reagents was investigated. This method produced heterogeneous samples. A variety of products were obtained. When copper foil was not used as a substrate, cubic sodium tungsten bronze, sodium tungstate, or Na$_2$W$_2$O$_7$ peaks were seen in XRD patterns (Figure 16). When copper foil was used as the substrate, the copper foil acted as a reducing agent. XRD showed peaks from copper (I) oxide and tetragonal bronze (Figure 17). The SEM images showed long flat plane structures. These long flat planes could have been due to tetragonal bronze in the samples. EDAX maps showed very clearly that the sample surfaces were heterogeneous (Figure 18). The copper (I) oxide and sodium tungsten bronze were separated in the sample. The image showed that two reactions took
place while the sample was heated in the microwave: copper was oxidized to copper (I) oxide, and the sodium tungsten bronze was formed from tungsten trioxide and sodium tungstate.

**Figure 16.** The XRD pattern for one of the samples synthesized with sodium tungstate and tungsten trioxide without a copper foil substrate. The black-labeled peaks correspond to cubic bronze peaks, and the red-labeled peaks correspond to sodium tungstate impurity.

**Figure 17.** The XRD patterns for one of the samples synthesized with sodium tungstate and tungsten trioxide with a copper foil substrate. The black-labeled peaks are for tetragonal bronze, and the red-labeled peaks are for copper (I) oxide.
Studies were also done on vanadium doping of the sodium tungsten bronze. For the studies using vanadium (V) oxide, many by-products were seen in the X-Ray patterns, including NaV$_6$O$_{11}$, VO$_2$, Na$_2$W$_2$O$_7$, V$_3$O$_7$, Na$_{12}$V$_6$O$_{19}$, and NaVO$_3$, as well as peaks from the precursor materials. Some XRD patterns had so many peaks that assigning peaks to the impurities or the bronze was difficult (Figure 19). The SEM images showed that the surfaces of all of the samples were similar: they had the long flat morphology (Figure 20). The samples that were lightly doped with vanadium had decent resistivity, between 49.8-400 $\Omega\cdot$m. The samples heavily doped with vanadium were not conductive: they had an average resistivity of $2.0\times10^4$ $\Omega\cdot$m.
Figure 19. The X-Ray pattern for a vanadium (V) oxide doped sample of sodium tungsten bronze. This sample was synthesized with $x=0.9$, $y=0.2$ (see equation 3). Assigning peaks to the impurities was difficult because there were so many peaks. These impurities include $\text{Na}_2\text{W}_2\text{O}_7$.

Figure 20. A typical SEM image of one of the sodium tungsten bronze samples doped with $\text{V}_2\text{O}_5$. All of the samples had this similar flat morphology.

The materials synthesized using vanadium (III) oxide had a large variety of resulting products. The vanadium was never incorporated into the bronze lattice structure. The vanadium
(III) oxide reacted with the reagents and formed side products, and peaks were observed from VO$_2$, Na$_2$W$_2$O$_7$, vanadium, as well as from the precursor reagents. A few different surface structures were observed in this set of doped materials (Figure 21). One structure looked like cubes, which was similar to the morphologies seen previously in other sodium tungsten bronze samples. The other structure was more needle-like in structure, also including some long flat planes. This morphology, again, was similar to the structures seen before. According to EDAX, only some of these samples contained vanadium in their final structures. The other samples were either too lightly doped (0.001 g V$_2$O$_5$ added) or the vanadium may have been washed out when the samples were rinsed with water. Either way, the vanadium didn’t make a large impact on the characteristics of these materials.

Figure 21. Two surface structures observed in sodium tungsten bronze samples doped with vanadium (III) oxide.

The aqueous microwave synthesis did not produce sodium tungsten bronze. The environment was not hot enough for the reagents to react and form the material. The highest temperature the reaction vessel achieved was 106 °C. If the temperature was increased much
more, then the pressure would be too much for the reaction vessel to sustain, so a higher temperature was not attempted.

\[D. \text{ Effect of Microwaves on Pre-Made Samples}\]

Pre-made samples were microwaved in order to find out if and how the microwaves would affect the samples. One sample made in the microwave and one sample made by solid state synthesis in the oven, were microwaved. The sample that was originally synthesized in the microwave changed a small amount. The X-ray pattern showed a new impurity, $\text{Na}_2\text{W}_3\text{O}_{10}$, after microwaving again. The sample did not become conductive after re-microwaving. The surface morphology was the same before and after re-microwaving. The sample originally synthesized in the oven did change. The surface consisted of cubes when the sample was originally synthesized, but after microwaving, the surface had long flat planes (Figure 22). The XRD pattern did not change after being microwaved.

\[\text{Figure 22. The left is an SEM image of a sample synthesized in the oven. The right is an SEM image of the same sample after the sample was subject to microwaves.}\]
5. Discussion

The variety of results shows that the microwave synthesis needs specific conditions to work properly. Only a select range of sodium to tungsten ratios reacted and produced materials with pure X-Ray patterns. The higher ratios, between 0.80 and 0.95 are the most conductive, and most pure bronze. A microwave power of 700-900 W for a time of 5-10 minutes are the optimal conditions to allow the sample to completely react and form the bronze. The optimal reagent mixture contains sodium tungstate, tungsten trioxide, and tungsten metal. Tungsten metal was shown to be the most effective reducing agent. Few, or even no other by-products were formed, in direct contrast to when tungsten (IV) oxide was used as a reducing agent, or the copper foil acted as a reducing agent.

This study showed that the microwave synthesis process can be unpredictable at times, and there are a few phenomenon that can’t quite be explained by trends in the data. The first is that sometimes the pellet sticks to the substrate, whether that be the bottom of the crucible, or the copper foil, depending on if foil was used for the synthesis or not. Even samples synthesized the same way sometimes adhered to the substrate differently. The mechanical roughening of the copper foil did help the sample adhere more often to the foil, but this technique did not work every time. The adherence continued to be unpredictable, which is a major problem if this synthesis procedure was to be scaled up to an industrial level. The number of times the pellet would not stick to the substrate as expected would be too numerous to be a reliable process.

For the four-probe conductivity measurements, there were also a few problems that could prevent getting reliable sample conductivity measurements. This method required that the sample be flat so that all four probes could touch the surface. Often times, the samples were not perfectly flat. The sample might have been thicker on one side, or the surface could have been covered
with small holes or cracks. Both of these issues would interfere with getting precise measurements. One of the four probes might not be able to touch the sample, which prevents any data from being measured accurately. Sometimes one probe would get moved over a little bit by a hole in the surface of the sample, changing the distance between probes. This also creates problems, since the distance between probes needs to be a known quantity in order to calculate the conductivity. The thickness of the sample also must be a known quantity in the calculations. If the sample had different thicknesses, an average thickness was used in the calculations; however, this reduces the accuracy of the measurement. The data reported were determined to be the most reliable conductivity data. These data came from the samples that were most homogenous, the flattest, and of most uniform thickness.

The conductivity or resistivity of the samples can be compared to copper. The bulk resistivity of copper is $1.68 \times 10^{-8} \ \Omega \cdot m$. The most conductive sample synthesized had a resistivity of $1.01 \times 10^{-7} \ \Omega \cdot m$, almost a full order of magnitude more than copper. This level of conductivity is on par with platinum or tin, which have resistivities of $1.06 \times 10^{-7}$ and $1.09 \times 10^{-7} \ \Omega \cdot m$, respectively. In the literature, heavily doped sodium tungsten bronzes have a resistivity around 500 $\Omega \cdot m^4$. When compared to this number, many of the sodium tungsten bronze samples synthesized with the microwave had higher conductivities. It’s possible the microwave synthesis is a better method for creating conductive sodium tungsten bronze samples.

The synthesis method using only sodium tungstate and tungsten trioxide as reagents resulted in forcing the copper foil to become a reducing agent when the copper foil was used as a substrate. The following is the main reaction that takes place when this method with copper foil is attempted:

$$4Cu(s) + Na_2WO_4(s) + WO_3(s) \rightarrow Cu_2O(s) + Na_xWO_3(s) + byproducts$$
A variety of by-products are seen with this reaction, made from any leftover atoms. They can vary based on what the sodium to tungsten ratio is. Some of the copper foil is oxidized to copper (I) and some of the tungsten is oxidized from tungsten (V) to tungsten (VI) to give the tungsten in the sodium tungsten bronze product mixed valency. Since the copper is only found on the foil, the reaction can only take place at the interface between the foil and the precursor pellet. This results in some leftover precursor material that was not close enough to the copper foil, and could not react.

The samples that were the most conductive had a high ratio of sodium to tungsten (0.85-0.95) and most often had the long, flat surface structures. Those samples had the sodium, tungsten, and oxygen evenly dispersed over the entire sample, meaning the entire sample was bronze with a uniform sodium to tungsten ratio. Samples with a small variation of the ratio were also conductive. Some of these samples had a few impurities, and a few did not have any impurities. This shows that as long as the sample is mostly sodium tungsten bronze, a small amount of impurities will not change the conductivity.

The bronzes were doped with vanadium (V) oxide and vanadium (III) oxide. Both of these methods yielded samples with many impurities. The vanadium compounds reacted with the reagents to make products other than cubic bronze. Usually the samples doped with less vanadium yielded fewer impurities. These impurities also reduced the conductivity of the materials. For V$_2$O$_3$ doping, the surface structures were similar to the structures usually observed in sodium tungsten bronzes. For V$_2$O$_5$ doping, the surface morphology was flat and not very similar to the other sodium tungsten bronze samples.

The sample that was re-microwaved showed that too much microwaving can produce new impurities. The Na$_2$W$_3$O$_{10}$ was created during the second microwaving. For the sample that
was synthesized in the oven, the microwave treatment changed the surface morphology to the flat structures from the cubes. The microwaves favor the long flat planes, although the reason why is unknown.

The methods that used an aqueous state instead of a solid state synthesis did not produce sodium tungsten bronze product. The two methods explored in this work were when EDA was used as a reducing agent, and then when the aqueous synthesis using sodium tungstate, tungsten trioxide, and tungsten metal was attempted. The EDA evaporated before this reducing agent even had a chance to react with the sodium tungstate. This happened even at low microwave powers. Sodium tungstate was dissolved in water for this experiment, but the water also evaporated before any reaction could take place. The aqueous synthesis with sodium tungstate, tungsten trioxide, and tungsten metal could not heat up enough to allow the precursors to react and form bronze product. The water would all vaporize in the sealed reaction vessel, and then the pressure would increase too much for the microwave to sustain. The reaction to form sodium tungsten bronze requires a temperature that cannot be reached when in an aqueous environment.

Overall, exposure to microwaves for a short period of time will not allow the reagents enough time to react, but too much time exposed to microwaves can create new impurities. Each sample must be exposed to the correct amount of microwaves to react and create sodium tungsten bronze.
6. Conclusions and Future Work

Sodium tungsten bronze with varying ratios of sodium to tungsten were successfully synthesized in a microwave. The materials with sodium to tungsten ratios between 0.8 and 0.95 were the most conductive, and always had a cubic structure. The lower ratios could be cubic or tetragonal, depending on how the material reacted and what the resulting sodium to tungsten ratio was. The microwave synthesis is an unreliable process, and the synthesized materials had sporadic properties, such as differing surface morphologies and conductivities even when the samples were synthesized the same way. As long as producing samples with a variety of properties is acceptable, the microwave synthesis can produce sodium tungsten bronze.

This study could be continued by looking at a larger diversity of substrates for the sodium tungsten bronze. Many other metal blocks or foils could be used as a substrate. The effects of these substrates on the properties of the materials should be measured to find the optimal substrate. The optimal substrate might not actually be copper foil, which was extensively used in this study. Various correlations between properties of the substrate, properties of the materials, and microwave conditions could be determined.

Another experiment that may be beneficial to do with these materials is a temperature dependence conductivity test. The materials might have very different conductivity levels at different temperatures, which could be useful to determine. The sodium tungsten bronze material could be used in high temperature applications, and knowing how the samples behave at high temperature would be necessary. There was a study that looked at the X-Ray patterns at different temperatures, and the data showed that the WO$_6$ octahedra get distorted at 300 K $^{7d}$. If the structure changes at this temperature, other properties could change as well.
The microwave synthesis of potassium or lithium tungsten bronzes could be useful. This study focused on the sodium tungsten bronzes, but it is not known if the lithium and potassium tungsten bronzes would act the same way. Varying ratios of alkali metal to tungsten could be carried out, with different substrates as well.
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